
LAW121G NOTES UOA  
 
 
COMMON LAW - Is law made by judges, under the doctrine of precedent, judges can 
change and adapt common law to suit the needs of a case 
 
STATUTORY LAW - Is statutes passed by parliament, statutory law rules due to 
parliamentary supremacy, can override common law 
 
CONSTITUTION - A constitution is like a country’s rule book, sets down the key parts of 
government, powers they can exercise and the extent to which they can exercise those powers 
(what they can and can not do).  
In NZ, we have a constitutional monarchy, a parliamentary system of government and a 
democracy 
 
We have multiple legal documents that all make up our constitution; 

- The Treaty of Waitangi/ Te Tiriti (founding document) 
Set up relationship we had with Britain, English version gives absolute power to britain, 
Maori version did not  

- The Constitution Act 1986 
The Queen is sovereign and head of state in NZ 
The governor-general is appointed by the queen and can exercise her powers in NZ 
The crown can not: levy taxes, raise loans, spend public money, an exception is only under 
parliament  
Britain retained residual power of law making, until the constitution act where we abolished 
Britain's residual power  
The executive branch of government holds ministers of the crown who are also members of 
the legislature 
The legislative branch of government holds the sovereign and the house of representatives 
who are elected by the Electoral Act 1993 - each parliament has a term of 3 years unless 
earlier distinguished (governor general has power to do so) - After each general election, 
parliament meets within 6 weeks of the date for return of the writs, parliament also makes 
statutory law which must be assented by governor general  

- Magna Carta (1297) from the UK 
Sets out fundamental rights for people and took some power away from the king at the time 

- UK Bill of Rights (1688) from the UK 
Gave more power to legislature and took some from King  

- Electoral Act (1993)  
Who can vote and when  

- Public finance act (1989)  
How the government is allowed to get money to operate 

- Official information act (1982)  
The government works for us, they represent us, we should know what decisions they’re 
making and why, you are able to lodge a request under the act if you are interested to know 
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- NZ BORA (1990) 

Sets down some basic rights of people in NZ  
- Declaration of Independence  

Document where some of the chiefs rangatira in the north of north island came together in 
1835 to say how nz was an independent country 

- Conventions 
Are not legally binding, they are practises of government done repeatedly year after year, 
because they are done often, it becomes a way government works so people respect them 
even though they are not legally bound - Conventions regulate, control, and sometimes 
transform the use of legal powers arising from the prerogative or stature 

- Relevant decisions of the Courts 
Judges make common law 

- International treaties  
NZ has signed up to many international laws (human rights, trade, environment) after signing 
up they can strain what we do, acts as constraint on the government so part of our constitution 

- Royal prerogative powers  
Powers the queen have 1997, monarch have absolute power many rules have been put in 
place to strip power but they can still appoint ministers, they can summon parliament, there is 
a convention they only do that under the will of the prime minister  
      
The Underlying Principle of our Constitution is that NZ is a Democracy 
The Queen reigns with the Governor General as her representative, but the government rules 
as they act on the advice of the prime minister or the ministers who have the support of 
the House of Representatives who are elected based on the Electoral Act 1993.  
 
Under democracy:   
The role of the Cabinet: The Cabinet essentially is a body established by convention and has no 
legal power and the House acting alone has very limited powers to take decisions with full legal effect 
without the assignation of the Governor-General.    

The role of political parties: Political parties provide a vital link between people, parliament, and the 
government. The competition for the power of the state is exercised by the house of representatives 
and is a competition organised by the political parties. Party strength in the house is what decides who 
is to govern and the parliamentary party with the support of the house is the one that provides the 
government     

The role of the Prime Minister and Ministers: The Prime Minister is the head of government, 
chairs Cabinet and has the general coordinating responsibility across all areas of government. They 
can advise governor-general to dissolve parliament, call an election, appoint, dismiss or accept the 
resignation of Ministers. Ministers constitute the ministry, or the executive arm of government. Their 
powers come from statue law and common law and are supported in their portfolios by the public 
service.     

The role of the public service is and its members are to: act in accordance with the law, Are to be 
imbued with the spirit of service to the community and (as appropriate) to give free and frank advice 
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to Ministers and others in authority, and, when decisions have been taken, to give effect to those 
decisions in accordance with their responsibility to the Ministers or others and when legislation so 
provides, are to act independently in accordance with the terms of that legislation.Public servants 
meet these obligations in accordance with important principles and values such as political neutrality, 
fairness, and integrity. 

Statutory powers of decisions that members of the public service can decide which ministers do not 
have control and for the exercise of which they are not responsible. These bodies set up separately 
from government include regulatory agencies, providers of a wide range of services, state trading 
bodies, and supervisory, control, and advice agencies. 
In establishing such bodies, parliament has recognised and reaffirmed that much public power should 
not be concentrated and thus should be allocated to the distinct bodies, with varying degrees of 
independence from the Executive. This ensures judicial independence for decision and also allows 
other factors such as independent scrutiny to occur. 

The international context: Major changes in science, technology, communications, trade patterns, 
financial systems, population movement, the environment and many other matters of international 
concern meaning that more and more law is made through international processes. This has important 
consequences for the national and international constitutional process. Parliament has an opportunity 
to scrutinise and comment on more significant international treaties before they are ratified by the 
executive.  

Towards more open government: Over recent decades the processes of government have become 
more open and we have seen more emphasis on greater transparency in decision making and policy 
development, with Acts such as the Public Finance Act 1989 and the operation of the parliamentary 
select committee processes. This is to ensure that that there is far more participation of the people of 
New Zealand in the making and administration of laws and policies and improve and promote 
accountability of Ministers of the Crown and officials. 

Individuals, autonomy and majority rule: This is in reference to a balance between majority power 
and minority right between the sovereignty of the people exercised through parliament and the rule of 
law, and between the right of elected governments to have their policies enacted into law and the 
protection of fundamental social and constitutional values. You cannot always believe in majority 
decision making as indeed those with majority decision making powers recognise that their authority 
is limited by the understandings of what is basic in our society, by conventions, by the Treaty of 
Waitangi, and by the international obligations and by ideas of fairness and justice. 
 
Changing the Constitution  
Around the world, many constitutions are supreme law so it is very difficult to change them 
However in NZ, most parts of the constitution can be amended by legislation by a majority in 
members in parliament with some exceptions, such as international obligations 
 
Certain parts of the Electoral Act 1993 can only be amended if 

- The people of NZ approve of it in a referendum 
- 75% of parliament agrees (entrenches the vote) 

The Electoral Act 1993 is the only New Zealand act which entrenches some provisions, 
meaning they can only be changed by a vote of more than 75% of the House of 
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Representatives or more than 50% at a referendum. These provisions include the 3 year term 
of parliament (here it actually entrenches s 17 of the Constitution Act 1986), the division of 
New Zealand into general electorates, the method of secret voting, and the minimum voting 
age of 18. The entrenchment of these provisions signals their moral force to future 
parliaments. ‘  
      
Doctrine of Separation of Powers       
New Zealand has three branches of Government:     

1. The Legislature consists of Members of Parliament and the Governor-General. The role 
of the Legislature is to make laws (legislation), and to scrutinise the Executive   

2. The Executive consists of Ministers (both inside and outside Cabinet) and Government 
departments. The role of the Executive is to decide policy, propose laws (which must be 
approved by the Legislature) and administer the law. 

3. The Judiciary consists of all judges. The role of the judiciary is to interpret and apply the 
law. There are two main sources of law: statutes (the laws passed by Parliament) and the 
‘common law’. The common law has been developed by judges over the centuries and may 
be altered by the courts to meet changing circumstances.      

The three branches operate independently from one another, a principle known as the 
‘separation of powers’. This principle is intended to prevent abuses of power, as each branch 
acts as a check on the others.  

Judicial Independence 
Judges are independent from the other branches of Government and from each other. Judges 
must be free to determine each case according to the law, based on the evidence presented in 
court. This means that judges must be free from influence from every person including, but 
not limited to, the Governor-General, Members of Parliament (including Ministers) and 
Government officials. Judicial decisions can be appealed to a senior court, as long as the 
relevant legislation allows this. The Supreme Court of New Zealand is the final court of 
appeal. 
Court staff are also independent when exercising their statutory powers as registrars or 
deputy registrars of the court, such as deciding whether or not to grant an application for 
waiver of fees. The decisions of registrars and deputy registrars can be reviewed by a High 
Court judge if an application is made under the High Court Rules.  
 
Parliamentary sovereignty  The Judiciary cannot interfere with decisions of Parliament (the 
Legislature), such as the decision to pass a law. However, the Judiciary can review the 
actions of the Executive to see whether they acted within the powers given to them by 
legislation. This is called judicial review.  
      
The Annexation of NZ by the British matters to our legal system because the legal 
system we have is a product of our past - there is much british influence and important Maori 
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influence Many issues that come into the courts to this day are influenced by the British and 
what happened in the past - society therefore influences our legal system majorly    
 
The first ideas of annexing NZ occurred in 1771 with Benjamin Franklin  
Cook discovered NZ in 1769 
Sydney Merchants wanted a commercial NZ company in 1814 
 
Britain wanted resources from NZ but did not think it was worth the money to annex NZ, 
until the 1830s there were only british missionaries and merchants 
 
Many groups advocated for the british government to annex NZ because 

- Groups were lobbying british government  
- Missionaries changed their mind (white mans burden to protect maori and thought 

they were superior to maori and status would go up if british had government there 
and began to outnumber maori)  

- The NZ company put pressure on British government (sold Maori land cheap to 
british - british would feel more comfortable in buying land and living in NZ if there 
was a british government there  

- Merchants also wanted a government so there were more infrastructure around trade  
- Myth that French would take over NZ if british didnt (MYTH)  
- Myth of frontier chaos in NZ (MYTH)  

  
Due to this, they claimed nominal sovereignty 

- In the Late 1837’s, the British government succumbed to the idea and appointed 
William Hobson as Lieutant-Governor and Consul in February 1839 and left for New 
Zealand in August. He extended the claim of sovereignty of the entirety of New 
Zealand with the proclamation by the New South Wales governor George Gipps in 
14th January 1840, extending New South Wales to include New Zealand. 

- The treaty was signed at Waitangi on 6th February 1840 
- Hobson made various proclamations through 1840 and it was officially gazetted to 

London in October 1840. 
- Sovereignty was then acquired in 1840  

This is what most accounts of British Expansion into New Zealand focuses on. But this is 
considered Nominal Sovereignty, Sovereignty existing in name only, and is not actual 
control. This type of Sovereignty has massive ideological importance but limited 
practicality, as under this type of sovereignty, New Zealand would have been under the 
Spanish Empire under the Treaty of Tordesillas in 1494, in which the pope allocated Spain 
the latitudes which New Zealand is in. (James Belich reading - maybe find a quote) 
 
How did Britain ACTUALLY gain full sovereignty over NZ? (3 Theories) 

1. Intervention (application of British resources over NZ)  
- In 1833, busby was appointed british resident over NZ but had little effect as he had 

little to no resources  
- In 1840 treaty was signed but still very little resources from britain  
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